Dec 14 Scott Zalewski 8:15 Fire inspection - no violations, back door on quonset was unlocked

Dec 23 16:45-22:00 TW, CET, AN, CHI, EP, Mon, F20RE, 57, PER, RZ CET, X2 CY6

Jerry B 16:00-18:30

Built a light for Gary Pascone. Wanted to field test before giving it to him.

Henry Gernert 12:51

Donated printer: HP Deskjet 500 plus ink cartridge.

16:30-21:00 15 CAS, AQ TAU

Jan 8 (Saturday) 16:00-22:00 BB Mon

Jan 13 19:00-02:00 BB Mon

Jan 14 Steve Dress - 17:00-01:00 Scott Berl

CHIC LOCK FT/DOZEN

MAC 100 (2 + Char Minigun .45)

L 200
Jan 11

JERRY G. 16:58
NEIL SIMMONS 16:49

Entry/lock frozen b-dome frozen.

Maggie 18:00 - 22:18

Jan 17

JERRY B 16:30 - 01:30 SX Aur. IT Per
Dried out & oiled Gate Padlock

JAN 22

Smit 15:00 - 1:30 Cleared snow on driveway and paths to buildings.

UC AND, T2 CMA, AC CMI, X TRI

Jan 27

Smit 17:20 - 21:15 Clear snow on SCET, AL GEM, SW AND

Jan 28

Tim B Tour 18:00 - 19:00

Jan 31

Tim B Tour 17:00 - 19:00

FEB 3

Smit 17:15 - 21:30 RRLeo, ET Ori, TY Tau

Jerry B 22:00 - 3:00 AA Leo

Feb 5

Neil S. 17:20 - 03:00 UY Cam, WY Leo, Ty UMa

Henry Gerner 18:31

Maggie 18:50

Smit 17:30 - 23:00 TXGem, RRLeo, UX U, K2 CAS Visual, Comet M/in K2 CAS Field

Feb 11

Smit 20:30 - YU CMA, EF Ori, Cy Ori, RW Com, UV Boo, DG HY A

SS Boo

Feb 12

Jerry B 17:00 - 22:30 (Keyholder) RW Tau

Henry Gerner 17:35 - 19:00

Scott Jansen

Feb 17

Jerry B 18:00 - 00:00 TY Tau, et al.
FEB 19  SCOTT JAMIESON - 2 SCOPE DRIVE MOUNT

FEB 22  SLT  REPAIR CHAIN ON Z DOME SLIT

FEB 23  SLT  DROP OFF 7 AND 9 LB COUNTER WEIGHTS FOR 2 SCOPE

FEB 26  SCOTT JAMIESON - INSTALLING 2 SCOPE DRIVES - DO NOT USE VCT
   Tim Burrows 1850 - Keyholder

FEB 27  SCOTT JAMIESON
   WORKED ON 2 DRIVE CALIBRATION

MAR 2  SLT  17:30 - 21:45 DI HYA, X2 UMA
   Jerry B  22:00 - 02:30  AG Vir

MAR 5  S. Diesso  6:30
   SLT  14:00 - 3:30  VCRT, WCRU, EF ORI
       GH ORI, CT Tau, A2 Vir, BH UIR

MAR 7  Jerry B  22:30 - 02:45  AO Ser

MAR 8  SLT  17:30 - 23:45 OR AG, ACC MI, RR LEP
   UN AUR VISUAL
   CCD CAMERA ON B SCOPE WILL NOT FUNCTION
   SOME ARCS AT THE POWER CONNECTION TOOK HOME

MAR 12  Jerry B  23:00 - 03:15  UY Boo
   SLT  17:40 - 18:40  B
   C. Diesso  19:40
   Scovil GEM, R2 COM
   B. Jamieson  20:30 - 21:30 Skyliner
   S. Jamieson  19:00 - 19:15
   N. Jamieson
   SLT  SS COM, CC COM, AU HYA, Z LEP
   BB Mon
2005
MAR 13 5:2 12:45 - REPAIR AC POWER ON B SCOPE

MAR 13  Jerry B.  18:00 - 21:30 EM Aur (Clouds)

MAR 15  Jerry B  18:30 - 23:30 Z Dra

MAR 16  Jerry B  18:15 - 24:00 TW Dra

MAR 21  SCOTT JAMIESON - Z DRIVE ENCODER MODIFICATIONS TO MAKE COMPATIBLE WITH SERVO DRIVE

MARCH 26  HENRY GERNER  19:08 KEY HOLDER
- Replaced red bulk wire switch panel in A time building.

SCOTT JAMIESON  17:30
- WORK ON 2-DRIVE- ENCODER TEST
  Nesbita 18:10 - 19:00

MAR 31  Jerry B  23:00 - 3:00 TT Her
- Guide 8 wouldn't open on LX200.
- Reinstalled Guide 8
- Needed to add 1 hour to computer clock to get correct time on Image Header

APRIL 2  HENRY GERNER  19:04
- Borrowing Laser Collimator also 1G Hydra

Nesbita  18:30 - 24:00

SCOTT JAMIESON  0:00

MAR 2  18:15 - 6:00 AT MON, AR CHER X2 CYG

APRIL 3  HENRY GERNER  11:26
- Forgot notebook.

Jerry B  19:30 - 1:00 W2 Leo
- Reset the LX200 for Daylight Savings

APRIL 7  Jerry B  11:00 - 11:30
- LX-200 wouldn't respond to "SCOPE PAD" in Guide 8.
005
April 8

Henry Gerner 18:47  green house
Dale Weier 18:46  open house
All Honey 18:49  open house
Lee Roath 7:35 CDT
B. Janier
Tim Barres
Scott Jamieson
Bob Marthe 1915-0100 open house
Juanita 2002 - 2:50

STC 19:30 - 4:45 AL CAM, V839 OPH
CC ser, ty yuma, RR LEO

Scott Jamieson - keyholder
worked on D-drive

- 14/2005 Photo/?/bin tour

15/2005
Scott Jamieson 18:30
work on LX200 serial port
comp works OK now. I put a
spare com chip in the telescope
behind the front panel wiring
OK to operate when camera
is re-installed. Scott 262 8960119

16
Henry Gerner 9:58
return laser calibrator

17

SP  install STC on T Scope

11:17 Kevin McCarty C-Shed, W-Shed & scope
John main main Saturn
11:17 Scott Jamieson worked on Z Drive.
verified run-away condition when
using computer - fine to use without
computer.
also balanced and realigned
C Scope Drive.
April 24
Kevin McCarthy 10" C-Shell
LX-200
Jerry B 19:30 - 1:00 V Cat
Reset local time on LX-200, Dan Fine

APR 29
Peter Monske
Brian Harvey
Tim Burns

May 3
Jerry B 20:30 - 01:30 W Cev

May 4
Jerry B 20:00 - 1:00 UV Leo

Kevin McCarthy told me he couldn't open the 18" Dob door by remote. I went to the darkroom for the first time, the ring wasn't in.

May 5
Cut Grass

May 5
Jerry B 20:30 - 2:00 AO Ser

May 13
Open House, Henry Gerber 18:43
Wally Ogilvie in at 7:00pm.
Lee Keith
Simmons in at 7:30pm
Deborah & Frank
Henry McCarthy, John

May 14
Cut Grass - replace 10:
Door Lock on D Sheds
Henry Gerber 18:29

May 16
Kevin McCarthy LX-200
18" Dob, Saturn

May 17
9:00 - 5:30 Tour
Paul Barthold

May 19
Scott Lazowski 8:15 Fire Inspection
No violations, Library
May 20 Meeting
Simmons in 18:15 CDT
Tom Schmidt
Wendy Matthews in ed. 18:30

Summary:

May 21 18:30 -

4 CEP, V1834 Cyg, UX Uma, AR Her,
Neculae - 22:10 -

May 24 Kevin McCauley 18" Dob

May 24 EB Run at WC Sep 9:00 to 11:30
Rudy Pokorny

May 25 Pick up data from above run - Redle

May 30 Jerry B. 20:00 - 22:00

1. Keith - Brought in CD-Rs for MAS mee.
   Had some trouble with some CD burners.
   Try them and see if they work out here.

Steve Diesso 22:00 - 00:00
LX200, M68
Tried to locate/track Comet Tempic 1 - no luck!!
Jupiter on 2-scope.

2. EB Run on RZ Dra 22:00 - 01:00
Rudy Pokorny

3. Board Mtg
H. Gerner 19:10
Henry Gerner cut some Grass 17:45

4. Henry Gerner 18:17 - As we cut some more Grass

Simmons in 8:15p
Neculae 21:00 - 3:00

May 19 20:00 - Y2 0 /342 AQL, TV Cas
V364 Cas, TY Uma, RZ Cap

June 13 20:00 - Y2 0 /342 AQL, TV Cas
V364 Cas, TY Uma, RZ Cap

June 19 - 0500 UT 8x74

June 19 EB Run V5050PH Rudy Porer

June 18 18:00 - 11:15
Run on XX Cyg

June 12 20:00 - Y2 0 X2 Cyg, RZ Cap,
BY VC 100 GPEG Ch. HER, AD SER
June 19  Kevin & Kathleen Mccarty  14" scope
June 21  Dropped off chair for computer
June 21  Ryan & Henry Gerner  18:27
Trim grass around buildings.
Checkered light below armfield scope.
June 21  Jerry B.  20:30-21:30  AQ Set & Cell
June 22  P. Hansen  19:00-20:30  met with C. Weber to
hand off treasurer paperwork
June 23  Scott Laskowski  8:40-10:20  Fire
extinguisher certification, Library
June 23  Scott Jamieson  19:05  Tour
Henry Gerner
July 2  Simmons in to check on grass 15/19  Cell
- Grass doesn't need mowing
- Replaced 2 candelabra receptacles in B-dome, added new "night light" bulbs
- anybody drop a golfball??
- Cleaned bathrooms RIGHT
- Changed some more lightbulbs
- Computer that run in B-dome and office
- Take USB memory sticks. (Don't need CD's)
- How can I open up yard scopes?
I found the key ring! (cont'd)
July 2
N Simmons
Key ring was found on West side of "S" pier
hooked around the R.A. drive motor. (did I do that?)
No prospect of clear skies, going home.
Out - 21:00

July 6
S. Diesso 13:00
Grappled Prissy paper, cartridge & window vennopes
for mailing preparation.
S. Diesso 22:00 -
1x700 image.

July 8
Scott Jamieson 19:00 - 21:30
Worked on 2 scope, have concluded
that drive problem is noise coupling from
the motor to the encoder on RA, will
have to rewire.

Kevin, Keith, John McCarthy
18" Dov & 10" C" Sheel
Apted to run problems with Guide & Radar
Results 21:00 - 21:00

July 10
Worked with Guide & original - seems to
flake out occasionally with original
software installed as well, I updated
to latest Guide & Anyway Radar
Guide & OD desk 1 seems pretty sorted up
Dont know if that affects opposition

July 14
Board Meeting
Paul Borchart
Tim Schwart
Jill Summerson

July 16
8:00 - 12:30 EB run on BT Val. Ready to go.

July 19
Dan Yanko Key Holder
Scott Berg
Director
Kevin McCarthy

Scottfield
July 16 Twin Amanda Hoff met Daniel Steffen from Dells April 23rd - 01:26

July 18 Scott Berry - Library

July 18 9:30-1:00 RR Lyrae run on VZ Her Taunay Podkam

July 19 Copy VZ Her Data Taunay

July 19 Jerry B 22:00-3:00 KP Aql

July 22 S/2 20:00-4:00 00 Aql, Tu Boo SW Cyg, DK Cyg, AR Her V1968 SGR

July 23 Jerry B - Keyholder (Thunderstorms)

July 27 Ken & Sally Warczyński - Visiting Scott Zdokowski 11:15 check grounds

Scott cut grass for picnic

Kevin McCarty Observing 18" Dob
Jerry B 21:30 - 3:00 FL Lyr

July 28 Henry Gernek 19:15
Clean toilets (Crows they were clean already)
Dumpled Bleach in toilet - Brought paper towels and
trimmed grass around buildings.

July 29 View

S/2 19:00 - 4:30 Cut Grass in parking lots

View 21:15 - 3:30 V342 Aql, CX Aqr

July 30 Henry Gernek 14:10

July 30 7-30: Vig & Mary Ann Turney

6:30/05 Weir up to 400 pm picnic
Scott Zdokowski 16:10-18:15 Picnic + library
Chris Weber Scott Johnson
Simmons and Family 16:00 - left picnic
newletters for use at Pub
July 31

Jerry B  20:00 - 01:30  XX Cepheus

Kevin and Katie McCarthy  18" Dob

Aug 1st

McCarthy Family  10" C scope  18" Dob

Scott B set

RR  run on XX Cyg  Rudy  9:30 - 12:30

2

Jerry B  21:00 - 02:00  KV Cygnus

Scott Lackowski  7:45, borrowed P-scope #5 for Yorkes Star Party

Henry Gerber  19:03  RE CAP

19:30 - 2:30  TY Boö, V375 Cass

BR Cep, V388 Cyg, RV Cap

Aug 6th

Katie and Kevin McCarthy and Guests  21:00

18" Dob, LX 200

Scott B set  LX 200  general Observe

Henry Gerber  20:45  9:00

19:30 - 5:00  Y Cam, BR Cyg, BX Peg, Bo Vu, 'RV Cap'

Aug 7th

Henry Gerber  19:10

Dorothy Hafer  & Christmas Day

Aug 7th  HQ Run  V452 Cyg  9:30 - 9:45  Paul Pohlen

Aug 8th

Scott Lackowski  8:00 returned P-scope #5

Henry Gerber  19:19  Board Meeting

Paul Hafer  7:00

John Hollywood  7:00

Steve

Steve
Aug 8  Jerry B  20:00 - 02:30  W2 And

Aug 12  Henry Gerner  open house  18:39
        Kevin McCarty  7:00
        Tim Burrus  19:125

Aug 12  Wein & Manske in at 19:45
        *Open Night*

Aug 13  Dressed in @  20:10 - 21:00 - Clouds, perfect for flat fields but not much use

Aug 15  Jerry B  22:30 - 02:00  CO Lac
        Kenny McCarty  9:00
        18" Deso

Aug 20  B,Yamien - keyholder  20:50 - 23:00
        Sk 19:30 - 3:30 RV Cap X
         Su  CEP, AW Lac, BY V4
         X2 Per

Aug 26  Suf Drop off Door Ctr

Aug 27  Henry Gerner  18:37 VZ Her
        Simmons - IN 1900 CDT, OUT 2330 BSVU
        Meade 20:45 - 2:05
        Sk 19:30 - 2:00  UCRB, U56
         BB PEG

Aug 28  Suf Copy BB PEG Files
        CLAD Door on January 0

Aug 29  Jerry B  21:00 - 23:00 "Clouds"

Aug 1  Jerry B  21:30 - 02:30  DN Aqr

Sept 2  Henry Gerner  18:40 TW Her
        Simmons  19:20 CD Vul
        Sk RV Cap, U343 Aql

Sept 3  Sk CLAD Doors on 2, 2:15
2005

Sept 3  Henry Gerner Keyholder 18:31
    By HER
    [Signature]
    V342 AQL ULV CAP
    TY DEL

Sept 4  [Signature] 20:00-1:30 AR PEG 3rd Comfort
    ULV CAP, 4 PS < V462 CYG
    Ken McCauley

Sept 2  AR HER
    [Signature]
    Henry Gerner 18:40
    Munske's Wein 19:00
    Neil Simmons 19:20, out 00:00 CDT

10  Henry Gerner 18:10
    CG Cyc FZ Del
    [Signature]
    V342 AQL RISE, 1V CAS
    Nacelle 19:30 - 1:40

Sept 12  Nacelle 18:45 - 19:00 colot date

Sept 14   Jerry B  20:00 - 02:30 BG Pec

16  Simmons in 18:25 CDT for meeting out 19:15
    [Signature]
    [Signature]
    [Signature]
    [Signature]
    [Signature]
    [Signature]

Sept 17  Dropped off new button 30.6365s for Z-
    scope controller S Dioso
    [Signature]
    Jerry B.  20:00 - 00:00 V652 Cyc (Clouds)

Sept 20  Jerry B.  23:00 - 02:30 C2 Aqr
Sept 30  Newsletter  23:00 - 3:15

Oct 1  Kevin McCarty
Scott Jamieson - Keyholder
took control paddle for 2 to repair, will try to have back for open house.

Oct 4  Jerry B  22:00 - 02:30 HP Aur (3)

Oct 7  Paul Bechtel
PUBLIC NIGHT  19:00 - 23:00  AaPeg 2nd Contact
Scott Jamieson 19:30
Bob-Martin

Oct 14  Scott Jamieson
found and solved noise problem
will rewire and start mount
drive calibration tomorrow.
Applies to light bulb in RA encoder out. Will verify.
please don't use 2 scope untill fixed next week.
Scott J.

Oct 15  Kevin McCarty  18" Dob & 10" Shed
Jerry B  19:00 - 04:30 DG Lac

Oct 17  Jerry B  21:00 - 03:30 SW Cyg

Oct 21  Neil Simmons  18:40 CDT for meeting
Henri Berger  23:50  1:00 meeting
Scott McCarty
Bob Martin
Dave Wenn

Oct 24  out at 1955 CDT
3:00am checked out my laptop control of LX 200
Guide worked great
Oct 27  Jerry B  21:00 - 03:00  IS Cas

Oct 28  Henry Gerner  17:58  IV Cas  Hu Tau, Mars
        Kevin McCarthy
        John McCarthy
        Sun  17:30 - 19:30  RW Cap Ty CET, RV Per
        GT Cas, AW Vul, RR CET, HY Tau
        Mars S 6-8  superb views
        Saturn
        Bob Marzke, K. H. 4th PLR
        Sun  17:00 - 19:15  AX Vul, CZ Aqr
        Michael Maceli  22:15  View Mars & photos.

Oct 31  Jerry B
        Reset LX-200 & ITS computer for CST

Nov 1  Jerry B - Cut Grass
        22:00 - 03:00  EM Aur

2  Jerry B - Burn Dead Branches
        18:30 - 21:00  Clouds VS 441  Cyg

3  Jerry B - Cut Back Bushes, Weeds
    East of Z Scope

4  Henry Gerner  18:10  Open House
    Kevin and Kathleen McCarthy
    Andrea Wirz (Guest)
    Rebecca Sher
    Bob Marzke
    Steve Dass

Nov 7  Jerry B  18:30 - 23:45  RZ Cas
        Found lights on + camera
        Running in "B" scope. Switched
        off lights + unplugged camera

Nov 10 Paul Borchardt  7:00 - 9:30  Scout Tour
       Jerry B  20:00 - 01:00  FT Ori
       Kevin McCarthy  10 PM
Nov. 13  Jerry B  19:30 - 01:00  EQ Ori
          - Found driveway gate cable broken
Nov. 14  Jerry B  - Repaired driveway gate
Nov 18  Neil Simmons  - 5:50 local for meeting
          Henry Gerner  19:20  Board Meeting
          Vern  Steve D

Nov 19  Henry Gerner  17:50
          Delivered off microwave for Clouette use.
          Help Vern w/snowblower.
          Vern  Steve D

Nov 25  Henry Gerner  Christmas decor.
          Gerry Simmons

Dec 29  Scott  Shykowski  8:20 - 9:15  Library
          Fire inspection - no violations

Dec 3  Safe  Clear snow for Xmas Dinner

Dec 4  Safe  Snow removal

Dec 7  Neil Simmons  CD cam 17:05 local
          Valentine dance on the moon w/24"
          PER GERRY: Do NOT unplug cam
          in B-dome.

Dec 9  Safe  Snow removal, cube door locks

Dec 12  Henry Gerner  18:10  Board Meeting
          Try to use snow blower but was not able to get it started!

Dec 17  Safe  Snow removal
2005
DEC 17
18:30 - 23:00
2 DRA OR CAS, RZ CET
PROBLEM W/T/SCOPE DRIVER NOT RUNNING IN COLD

2006
S. STEVE DISSO 14:15

1/7
1/7
Tim Burbus keyholder 19:00 - 21:00
STEVE DISSO keyholder 17:30 - 10:30
McCarthy 2 w/ guests

1/20
S. MEETING, DISSO (LTD)

1/21
SNOW REMOVAL

1/22

S. 17:15 - 2 LEP, WE CEP
RR GEM, AFUMA CLOUDS
Tim Burbus 20100 - Trust 2 Scope
COM FAILURE ON T SCOPE CAMERA
S. 17:39 - WORKS
ST9 - WORKS
PROBLEM W/SOPE COM

1/25
S. 17:00 - 22:00 REPAIR CAM TO T/SCOPE
TY TAU, YY ERI, X2 PER, SZ LYN

1/26
S. 17:00 - 21:15 BH AUR, H PAUR, F2 ORI
RT PER

JAN 27
Tim Burbus 20126 T/SCOPE SATURN 22:23
S. 20:00 - 4:30 AR CMI, GY ORI,
SZ HYA, VX HYA, DF HYA, DK HYA

FEB 5
Henry Gurner 16:15
CHICKING FOR MY KIDDER
S. 17:15 - 22:30 MM CAS, RX ERI
ORIZ, F2 ORI

FEB 16
SNOW REMOVAL